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Abstract—This paper presents a novel comprehensive control
strategy for grid-connected Voltage Source Converters (VSCs) in
power systems with low rotational inertia. The proposed model
is based on emulating the physical properties of an Induction
Machine (IM) and taking advantage of its inherent grid-friendly
properties, i.e. self-synchronization, virtual inertia, power and
frequency oscillation damping. For that purpose, a detailed
mathematical model of the IMs working principles is derived,
which includes the possibility of obtaining the unknown grid
frequency without a dedicated synchronization unit, but rather
via processing the voltage and current magnitude measurements
at the converter output. This eliminates the need for an in-
herently nonlinear phase-locked loop, characteristic for virtual
synchronous machines, while simultaneously preserving the syn-
chronization and damping properties of a conventional electrical
machine. Several case studies are presented that validate the
mathematical principles of the proposed model and conclusions
on VSC performance are drawn.

Index Terms—voltage source converter (VSC), induction ma-
chine, phase-locked loop (PLL), self-synchronization, virtual
inertia emulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Voltage Source Converters (VSCs) often represent the inter-

face between the Distributed Generation (DG) and the grid. As

a result, large-scale integration of Renewable Energy Sources

(RES) has led to an increased share of Power Electronic (PE)

devices in the power system. This can have a negative impact

on the system stability margin due to the overall reduction

of rotational inertia [1]–[3]. On the other hand, important

questions regarding the operation and handling of converters in

a power system with multiple traditional Electrical Machines

(EM) have been raised over the previous years, in particular

focusing on the unpredictable behavior of conventional PE

control strategies in the presence of such machines [4]–

[6]. One of the most common approaches to resolving the

associated faster frequency dynamics and larger deviations in

the system is through alternative converter control concepts

that would reproduce the stabilizing behavior of the decreasing

rotational inertia. Assuming that in the future the grid would

consist of both machine- and PE-based units, the idea of
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deriving a unified control configuration for both unit types

so that the grid experiences them in a similar fashion prevails

as the most investigated approach in the literature [7]–[13].

These studies present somewhat similar variations of the

common emulated Synchronous Machine (SM), defined as:

synchronous VSC [7], virtual synchronous generator [8], [10],

virtual SM [9], synchronous converter [11], [13] and VISMA

[12]. Alternatively, the approach in [14] aims at replicating the

characteristics of a VSC in a synchronous generator. However,

all of the aforementioned methodologies result in the same

undesirable effects due to the properties of SM, such as a need

for a synchronization unit, potential of frequency hunting and

insufficient saturation of fault currents [15].

In order to regulate a grid-connected inverter as a voltage

source, a control sequence consisting of a synchronization

unit, an outer power loop and a cascade of inner voltage

and current control loops has become an industry standard

for providing adequate voltage, active and reactive power

outputs [16]. Furthermore, the norm of having a Phase-Locked

Loop (PLL) as a synchronization unit has been established

[17], together with its numerous variants [18], [19]. However,

despite being widely used, this additional, inherently nonlin-

ear, outer loop introduces complexity and time delay into

the original control system and may be extremely difficult

to tune [20], [21]. Recent studies have addressed this issue

and concepts of PLL-less converter regulation in the form

of power-synchronization [22] and self-synchronizing syn-

chronverters [21] have emerged. While seemingly providing

synchronization properties, the proposed methods also have

some downsides. The power-synchronization is mostly ori-

ented towards VSC-HVDC applications and faces challenges

with weak AC system connections, whereas the synchroverter

concept still requires a back-up PLL and improvements in

operation under unbalanced and distorted grid voltages.

A recently proposed VSC control method under the name of

inducverter introduces the idea of a grid-connected converter

operating under Induction Machine (IM) working principles

and no dedicated PLL unit [23]. Although the concept is

still at its early stages, it can potentially resolve the is-

sues associated with the conventional outer synchronization

loop, while still preserving the damping and synchronization

properties of a virtual inertia. This work reformulates the

mathematical principles of a virtual machine from [23] and



extends on it in several directions by: (i) integrating it on top

of the fully developed VSC droop control (ii) implementing

a complete inner control sequence instead of an adaptive

lead/lag compensator; and (iii) re-orienting the frame control

from a hybrid (abc/dq) to a synchronously rotating (dq)-frame.

First, we propose a detailed control configuration of a voltage

source-operated converter regulated as an IM, based on its

electromechanical principles, and adjusted for the potential

VSC modes of operation. Second, a detailed converter control

model is incorporated and tested in a simulation environment,

which enables us to draw adequate conclusions regarding the

overall emulation properties and the system response.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec-

tion II, a detailed mathematical model of a VIM is presented.

Section III describes the properties of a VSC emulated as an

IM and proposes a comprehensive control scheme. Section IV

showcases the preliminary results of transient simulations,

whereas Section V discusses the outlook of the study and

concludes the paper.

II. VIRTUAL INDUCTION MACHINE MODEL

A. Induction vs Synchronous Machine: Working Principles

One of the main differences between the synchronous and

induction machine is the physical concept behind the rotor

movement and the subsequent synchronization to the grid.

While the SM always operates at synchronous speed, the IM

requires a mismatch between the synchronous and the machine

speed to operate, a so-called slip (ν):

ν =
ωs − ωr
ωs

=
ων
ωs

(1)

Furthermore, unlike synchronous generators, induction ma-

chines do not have an excitation system in the rotor. This

means that the ElectroMagnetic Field (EMF) induced in the

rotor of an IM is a consequence of its rotation and the

subsequent change of the magnetic flux linkage through the

circuit. Since the rotor is closed through either an external

resistance or a short-circuit ring, the induced EMF generates

a current flow in the rotor conductor. Therefore, the machine

can never be operating at the synchronous speed, since there

would be no EMF in the rotor frame to initiate its movement.

Based on the previously described properties, one can ob-

serve that the IM with an arbitrary initial rotor speed somewhat

close to the synchronous speed has self-start capability, i.e.

has the potential to synchronize with a grid of an unknown

frequency and voltage magnitude. This implies that the PLL

units, together with their inherent downsides in the form of

time delay and stability margins, could be avoided from the

converter model. Nonetheless, all of the advantageous inertia

properties, such as power and frequency oscillation damping,

can be appropriately reproduced via a closed-loop converter

control.

B. Induction Machine Emulation Concept

For the purpose of emulating the operating principles of an

IM through VSC control, let us observe the model of an IM

in a synchronous (dq)-frame [24]:

vds = Rsi
d
s + ψ̇ds − ωsψ

q
s (2)

vqs = Rsi
q
s + ψ̇qs + ωsψ

d
s (3)

vdr = 0 = Rri
d
r + ψ̇dr − ωνψ

q
r (4)

vqr = 0 = Rri
q
r + ψ̇qr + ωνψ

d
r (5)

where vs, vr, ψs, ψr are respectively the stator and rotor

voltages and flux linkages. The superscripts d and q refer to

the corresponding axis of the (dq)-reference frame, rotating

at the time-variant synchronous speed ωs. Based on the

aforementioned equivalent circuit model, the set of equations

for the stator and rotor flux linkages can be defined as:

ψs = Lsis + Lmir (6)

ψr = Lrir + Lmis (7)

with vectors ψTs =
[

ψds , ψ
q
s

]

, ψTr =
[

ψdr , ψ
q
r

]

, iTs =
[

ids , i
q
s

]

and iTr =
[

idr , i
q
r

]

denoting the flux linkage and current com-

ponents in different axes. Finally, the electric power passing

between stator and rotor can be expressed in the following

form:

pe = ωs
3

2

(

ψds i
q
s − ψqsi

d
s

)

= ωs
3

2

(

ψqr i
d
r − ψdr i

q
r

)

(8)

which yields the virtual electrical torque

τe =
pe
ωs

=
3

2

(

ψds i
q
s − ψqsi

d
s

)

=
3

2
Lm

(

idri
q
s − iqri

d
s

)

(9)

It can be observed that the expression of τe in (9) is the same

as a synchronous machine [24].

While the synchronous speed (ωs) appears in (2)-(5), the

control concept proposed in [23] does not include a PLL

device. Therefore, ωs is an unknown variable that needs to be

computed. For that purpose, a field-oriented IM control, first

presented in [25], is employed expressing ωs as a function of

other system parameters. Since the direction of the (dq)-frame

is arbitrary, it is assumed that in steady state the virtual rotor

flux is aligned with the d-axis, resulting in a simplified model

with ψqr = 0. The described procedure is similar to ones used

in conventional PLLs, where the calculation of the voltage

angle is based on aligning the voltage vector with the d-axis

of the synchronous reference-frame [26]. Having in mind the

suggested approximation, (7) is reformulated as:

idr =
ψdr − Lmi

d
s

Lr
(10)

iqr = −
Lm
Lr

iqs (11)

Furthermore, the expressions for rotor voltage components in

(4) and (5) can now be rewritten as:

0 = Rri
d
r + ψ̇dr (12)

0 = Rri
q
r + ωνψ

d
r (13)



Substituting (10) into (12) and applying the Laplace transform

yields:

ψ̇dr = −Rri
d
r = −

Rr
Lr

(

ψdr − Lmi
d
s

) L
7−→

ψdr =
RrLm

Rr + sLr
ids = Kψi

d
s (14)

In a similar fashion, the virtual slip of the IM is computed by

combining equations (11), (13) and (14):

ων = −
Rr
ψdr
iqr = −

RrLm
Lr

iqs
ψdr

L
7−→

ων =

(

Rr
Lr

+ s

)

iqs
ids

= Kν

iqs
ids

(15)

The final term1 in (15) describes the dynamics of the frequency

slip, which is adaptable to the variations in grid frequency

and machine power output. However, an exact estimation of

the rotor angle and frequency is necessary to remove the PLL

and completely replace its functions. This can be achieved

by observing the swing equation of a VIM and obtaining the

mechanical dynamics of the rotor:

Jω̇r = τm − τe − τd (16)

where J is the virtual rotor’s momentum of inertia, and τm, τe
and τd correspond to the mechanical, electrical and damping

torque. If we set ∆ωr as deviation of ωr from an initial value

ω0, the expression (16) becomes:

∆ω̇r =
1

J
(τm − τe − τd) (17)

The electrical torque component is defined in (9), but can be

further simplified by substituting the expressions of stator flux

linkage components:

ψds =

(

Ls −
L2
m

Lr

)

ids +
Lm
Lr

ψdr (18)

ψqs =

(

Ls −
L2
m

Lr

)

iqs (19)

Equations (18) and (19) are obtained from (6) and (7). The

electrical torque is now reformulated as follows:

τe =
3

2

Lm
Lr

ψdr i
q
s

L
7−→ τe = Kei

d
si
q
s (20)

where

Ke =
3

2

Lm
Lr

Kψ =
3

2

RrL
2
m

RrLr + sL2
r

(21)

The mechanical torque is determined by the inverter mechan-

ical power input and the angular speed of the rotor. Assuming

a lossless converter, the input power can be approximated by

the output power measured at the converter terminal (p), as

given by:

τm =
pm
ωr

≈
p

ωr
(22)

1The notation (s) of complex variable terms in frequency domain is omitted
from equations for simplicity.

Finally, the damping torque is proportional to the rotor fre-

quency deviation:

τd = Kd∆ωr (23)

which yields the following low-pass filter characteristic of the

VIM in the frequency domain:

∆ωr =
1

Js+Kd

(τm − τe) (24)

Similar to the synchronous machine model, the damping factor

Kd represents an equivalent of the VM to the active power

droop. The synchronous speed and angle reference can be

obtained from ω0, ων , and ∆ωr, as follows:

ωr = ω0 +∆ωr (25)

ωs = ωr + ων (26)

θ̇ = ωs
L

7−→ θ =
1

s
(ω0 +∆ωr + ων) (27)

Based on the model described by (21)-(27), it is shown that

the closed-loop controller adequately emulates the inertia and

damping of an IM, based only on the voltage (vc) and current

(ic) measurements at the converter terminal. Furthermore, it

provides synchronization properties through computing the

voltage angle and frequency reference necessary for the Park

transformation, thus fully replacing the conventional PLL.

Equations (25)-(27) reflect the working principles of an

IM and show that the difference between the synchronous

and initial rotor frequency can have a significant impact on

the frequency deviation. The proper selection of ω0 prior

to the grid connection of the VSC reduces ∆ωr and the

subsequent transients. This concept resembles the behavior of

an induction generator in a similar operation mode [23]. It can

be reasonably assumed that the VSC is connected to the grid

during steady-state operation. Thus, a very basic PLL can be

used only to estimate ω0. However, even if this functionality

is not available, any reasonable ω0 will still allow the VIM to

synchronise, while introducing some transients (as shown in

Section IV-B).

III. VSC CONTROL SCHEME

An overview of the VIM model is shown in Fig. 1, where

the VSC is connected to the grid through an RLC filter

and a phase reactor. The output voltage angle and magnitude

references are generated by an outer active and reactive power

controller, respectively. The reference voltage vector signal is

sent to the inner control loop consisting of cascaded voltage

and current controllers operating in a Synchronously-rotating

Reference Frame (SRF).

The distinction from a virtual SM model lies in the Virtual

Machine Emulator (VME). The standard SM emulation tech-

niques control the active power output of the converter in such

a way that it replicates the reduced mathematical model of a

synchronous machine, i.e. emulating the inertial characteristic

and damping. These terms are incorporated into the swing

equation together with the actual grid frequency measured

with a PLL. On the contrary, the proposed VIM approach
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Fig. 2: Main control blocks of an induction machine emulator:

(a) Virtual machine emulator. (b) Active power controller. (c)

Reactive power controller.

incorporates a more stable VME loop and decouples it from

the actual power controllers, as described in Section III-A.

Furthermore, it can be observed in Fig. 1 that the SRF

orientation of the inner control loop is independent of any

synchronization device as it is determined by the balancing

mechanism of the inertial response [27]. The configuration of

the aforementioned main control blocks is depicted in Fig. 2

and the mathematical reasoning behind it is elaborated in more

detail below [9], [23], [28].

A. Virtual Machine Emulator

This block represents the central emulation unit of a VIM. It

generates the internal frequency reference used as an input for

the Active Power Controller (APC), thus eliminating the need

for a PLL. The control design is based on eqs. (15), (20)-

(24) and presented in Fig. 2a. One of the main advantages

of this approach is that the unknown grid frequency can be

obtained by simply measuring the current (iabco ) and active

power (p) magnitudes, i.e. current and voltage at the filter

output terminal (iabco , vabco ). Thus, the drawbacks of using

a PLL unit for frequency estimation are resolved. Another

necessary input for the VME is the initial rotor frequency (ω0),

which determines the IM oscillation level at start-up. However,

the requirements for the value of ω0 are not very strict, as

it should only be ”close enough” to the synchronous speed

and subsequently let the emulated physical machine proper-

ties bring the VSC to synchronism. Besides replicating the

synchronization capabilities, VME also provides current and

power damping properties, all unified within a single control

block. Unlike the most virtual SM models, this configuration

fully decouples active power and inertia/damping emulation

controls.

B. Active Power Controller

Droop control closely represents the relationship between

the frequency and active power, and is therefore traditionally

used as a method of controlling the converter’s active power

output in order to slow down and stabilize frequency deviation

in case of a disturbance. Alternatively, various control meth-

ods derived from the swing equation and the corresponding

power-balancing and oscillation-damping properties could be



employed [28]–[30]. However, it has been proven that a low-

pass-filtered droop regulator with a constant angular frequency

and active power setpoint is equivalent to the VSM model

based on swing equation, with no filtering corresponding to

a machine of zero inertia [9]. Due to the presence of an

explicit synchronization loop, and in contrast to the work in

[28], the proposed concept is implemented only through a

power-frequency droop. Hence, the APC depicted in Fig. 2b

is designed as a droop gain (Dp) imposed onto the difference

between the setpoint (p∗) and the filtered power measurement

(p̃):

ωc = ωs −Dp · (p
∗ − p̃) (28)

The controller’s output (ωc, θc) is then further used as an

indicator of the SRF orientation in both inner and outer control

loops.

C. Reactive Power Controller

The reactive power regulation consists of a simple droop

controller described by (29)

v̄c = v∗ −Dq · (q
∗ − q̃) (29)

and shown in Fig. 2c. The Reactive Power Controller (RPC)

determines the initial voltage magnitude reference of a VSC

terminal (v̄c) using a droop gain (Dq) and a deviation between

the filtered reactive power measurement (q̃) and the external

reactive power reference (q∗) signal.

D. Inner Control Loop and Modulation

The configuration of a VIM control scheme based on

providing a voltage reference output is advantageous due to its

explicit and decoupled active and reactive power controllers.

However, a direct use of such signal for Pulse-Width Modula-

tion (PWM) raises problems regarding the limitations and con-

trolled saturation of the converter’s currents and voltages [9].

These issues are conveniently resolved with a cascaded inner

control scheme where the initial reference (v̄c) is processed

through a sequence of voltage and current loops, yielding a

more robust converter setpoint (v∗c ). This approach increases

the flexibility of protection strategies and is commonly used

in droop-controlled microgrids [31], [32].

Assuming an RLC-type filter connecting the converter and

the phase reactor, the state-space equations of the converter’s

terminal voltage and current components are derived in the

(dq)-frame:

vc = vo + Lf i̇c +Rf ic (30)

ic = io + Cf v̇o (31)

where Lf , Rf , and Cf are the static filter parameter. The

configuration of the inner cascade loops and the modulation

block is derived from (30)-(31) and detailed below.

1) SRF Voltage Controller: The structure of the SRF volt-

age controller follows the same principles as the controllers in

[9], [28]:

i∗c = Ki
f io + (v̄c − vo)

(

Kv
p +

Kv
i

s

)

+ ωcCf v̂o (32)

where v̂
T
o =

[

−vqo , v
d
o

]

. We use a standard PI controller, with

Kv
p and Kv

i being respectively the proportional and integral

gains, to minimize the error between the setpoint (v̄c) and the

output voltage (v̄o). Furthermore, a feed-forward signal of the

measured currents can be enabled or disabled by changing the

gain Ki
f ∈ [0, 1]. The output current reference (i∗c ) is then

used as an input setpoint to the current controller.

2) SRF Current Controller: Similar to its voltage counter-

part, the configuration of the SRF current controller is based

on a PI control with decoupling terms:

v∗c = Kv
fvo + (i∗c − io)

(

Ki
p +

Ki
i

s

)

+ ωcLf îo (33)

where Kv
p , Kv

i and Kv
f are the controller gains, and î

T

o =
[

−iqo, i
d
o

]

. The generated output voltage reference (v∗c ) is used

to determine the final modulation signal as explained in the

next subsection.

3) Pulse-Width Modulation: For the purpose of an actual

implementation of the VSC switching sequence, the voltage

reference signal (v∗c ) from the current controller must be

processed and converted into the modulation index (m). This

can be achieved through means of instantaneous averaging

applied to the output voltage of the converter. Furthermore,

the time delay effect of PWM is neglected, which yields the

following expression:

mabc = (T pT c)
−1
mdq = (T pT c)

−1 v
∗
c

vdc
(34)

T c =

√

2

3





1 − 1

2
− 1

2

0
√
3

2
−

√
3

2



 (35)

T p =

[

cos θαβ sin θαβ

− sin θαβ cos θαβ

]

(36)

where T c and T p denote the Clarke and Park transformation

matrices used for converting the voltage measurements into

the (dq)-frame. The inclusion of the DC voltage (vdc) enables

the averaging and ensures that the actual VSC output is close

to the initial reference. Additionally, it reduces the AC side

sensitivity to the oscillations of the DC voltage [28].

IV. RESULTS

In this section, the performance of the proposed control

scheme is studied for various modes of operation. For this

purpose, an averaged converter model was implemented in

MATLAB Simulink with the use of SimPowerSystems toolbox

for modeling the external components (network lines, loads,

etc.). The full parameters of the converter used are given in

Table I.



TABLE I: VIM Simulation Parameters

Parameter Symbol Value

Nominal active power Pn 1GW

Nominal ph-ph voltage Vn 320 kV

DC link voltage Vdc 640 kV

Nominal frequency fn 50Hz

Inertia constant H 5 s

Damping constant Kd 10 Nm
rad/s

Rotor resistance Rr 0.0005 p.u.

Rotor inductance Lr 0.05 p.u.

Mutual inductance Lm 0.6 p.u.

Active droop gain Dp 0.02 p.u.

Reactive droop gain Dq 0.001 p.u.

The response of the VM is highly dependent on the selection

of the equivalent physical machine parameters. This mainly

refers to the rotor resistance and inductance, as well as the

mutual inductance included in the controller transfer function

Ke. Additionally, proper inertia and damping constants are

crucial to correctly calculate the rotor frequency. In turn, this

affects the sinusoidal nature of the voltage and current at

the converter output terminal. To select the parameters of the

VIM, we have used the properties of a 1.5MW wind turbine

induction generator (type-1 wind turbine) and scaled-up its per

unit parameters accordingly.

The dynamics of the frequency slip are described via Kν

in (15) and modelled with PD block. The proportional and

derivative gains are Kp
ν = Rr/Lr and Kd

ν = 1, respectively.

During the transient response of the converter, the current

derivative gain can be extremely high and destabilize the

model. This problem is overcome by employing the Ziegler-

Nichols method [33] for tuning of a PD controller, i.e. de-

termining the optimal Kd
ν component, while assuming the

same proportional gain Kp
ν . As a result, an optimal gain of

Kd
ν = 0.01 has been computed and used throughout this

study. The parameters of the PI controllers in the inner voltage

and current control loops have been kept the same as for

the standard VSC operating mode, since their time constants

drastically differ from the ones in the outer controllers and

eliminate any potentially disruptive interactions. Furthermore,

it enables us to test the plug-n-play properties of the virtual

emulator.

The remainder of this section focuses on analyzing the

transient behavior of the proposed VIM during various op-

erations, such as start-up and synchronization, response to

setpoint variation and voltage and power reference tracking.

Finally, the impact of the initial rotor speed estimate (ω0) on

the converter synchronization process with the grid is studied.

A. Start-up and Synchronization

In this subsection, the connection of a VSC to the grid is

studied. The converter is connected to the grid at t = 0 s, while

the initial rotor frequency is assumed to be f0 = 50Hz, same

as the grid frequency. The voltage reference is initialized at

v∗ = 1 p.u., whereas the active and reactive power setpoints

are p∗ = 0.5 p.u. and q∗ = 0 p.u., respectively.
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Fig. 3: Behavior of the converter emulated as a virtual in-

duction machine during start-up: (a) RMS output voltages

(before and after the filter). (b) RMS output current with

dq-components. (c) Active and reactive power output and

reference tracking.

Figure 3 confirms the soft-start and self-synchronization

capabilities of the VIM, as well as an adequate damping

characteristic. The setpoints are correctly followed and the

voltage and current overshoots during start-up are acceptable.

Furthermore, the initial transient response can be explained

by observing the estimated synchronous frequency and its

components in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4b, the frequency

slip term (fν) is very volatile during the first 100ms, unlike
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Fig. 4: Frequency response of the virtual machine emulator

during start-up: (a) Initial and computed frequency terms. (b)

Contribution of different frequency components.

the rotor frequency dynamics term (∆fr). This is due to two

reasons: (i) frequency slip is proportional to the quotient iqs/i
d
s ,

which can reach very high values when idc ≈ 0; (ii) Kν

behaves as a PD controller, with its derivative actions (Kd
ν )

being mostly used throughout the first 100ms of the start-

up. After 400ms both frequency components stabilize and

the synchronous frequency reaches a steady state value of

fs ≈ 50.03Hz, whereas the active power droop controller

brings it back to the nominal value (fc).

The initial VSC overcurrent response shown in Fig. 5b

follows the characteristic response of an IM and the syn-

chronization of all three phases is achieved within ten cycles.

Additionally, the lack of a PLL unit simplifies the model and

eliminates potential instabilities caused by the synchronization

loop. It can be concluded that, unlike the conventional syn-

chronization approaches, this strategy enables the controller

to easily track the predefined setpoints immediately after the

start-up process. Nonetheless, it should also be pointed out

that, despite following the reference, the active power output

of the converter will never be exactly the same as the setpoint

p∗, but rather have a small steady-state mismatch. The reason

for this can be explained by observing (28) and Fig. 4, which

indicates that the frequencies ωs and ωc are not identical and,
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Fig. 5: Three-phase components at the converter output during

start-up: (a) Instantaneous output voltages. (b) Instantaneous

output currents.

therefore, lead to a small difference between the active power

measurement and the respective setpoint.

B. Sensitivity to estimated initial frequency

One of the requirements of the proposed VME block is the

estimation of the initial rotor frequency, denoted as f0. In the

previous example, it was shown that assuming f0 = fn leads

to a very responsive system with good synchronization and

damping properties. However, having knowledge of the exact

grid frequency prior to the connection of the VSC might not

be feasible. Thus, the impact of selecting f0 different from the

real grid frequency is studied in this subsection.

The f0 values of 50Hz, 49.9Hz and 50.1Hz have been

used and the corresponding behavior of the VIM is depicted

in Fig. 6. While the synchronous speed computed through

the VME unit tends to stay closer to f0, the final frequency

term resulting from an active power droop control eventually

synchronizes with the grid. This confirms that for f0 inputs

that are both reasonably higher and lower that the actual

grid frequency, the synchronization properties of VIM remain

stable during start-up.

C. Setpoint Variation and Reference Tracking

Another important aspect of the controller performance is

the reference tracking capability, such as a voltage reference
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Fig. 6: Impact of initial rotor frequency term on the synchro-

nization process of a VIM during start-up: (a) Frequency. (b)

Output voltage. (c) Output current.

variation or a step change in the active power setpoint.

Both scenarios are presented in Fig. 7, with setpoint changes

occurring at t = 0.25 s in each case. The voltage reference is

suddenly increased by 5%, whereas the active power reference

spikes from p∗ = 0.5 p.u. to p∗ = 0.6 p.u., i.e. 20%. Both

steps last for 1.25 s, before returning to the initial values.

The voltage response in Fig. 7a shows that the output

voltage (vo) follows the reference change. Some transient

behaviour is observed for a short period of time (≈ 200ms)
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Fig. 7: VIM response to the variation of controller setpoints:

(a) Variation of the voltage setpoint. (b) Variation of the active

power setpoint.

but the voltage stabilizes around the predefined setpoint value.

At the same time, the voltage and frequency spikes during the

step change of active power setpoints are almost negligible.

Similar to the previous case study, the power output follows

the reference with a small steady state error.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel control strategy for grid-connected

VSCs with the use of induction generator emulation has

been proposed. In particular, a detailed IM mathematical

model was derived, together with a corresponding converter

control scheme. The proposed approach eliminates the need

for a dedicated PLL unit, while simultaneously preserving the

synchronization and damping properties of a virtual induction

machine. It can easily be integrated with the existing inner

and outer converter control loops, without any negative inter-

actions, due to its universal design and plug-n-play character-

istics.

Several test cases have been conducted and the following

promising conclusions can be drawn: The start-up of the

VIM and the synchronization with the grid are smooth, with

reasonably small current overshoots. The computation of all

frequency components is accurate, even when the initial rotor

speed is not equal to the grid frequency, whereas the predefined



voltage and power setpoints are met in the steady state. This

reference tracking property is fulfilled even during sudden step

changes in the setpoint input.

Further work on this topic will extend the analysis on

VSC’s control response and investigate it in a wider range of

operating conditions, including disturbances on a DC side and

grid synchronization under unbalanced conditions. Further-

more, the interactions between the VIM and the conventional

electrical machines in the system should to be studied in more

detail, with a special focus on the grid-following properties of

the proposed converter.
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